USER’S MANUAL

1. Use without pan: float cone on still water (pond, swamp, etc.).
2. Do not place cone on sea or river surface.
3. Use with pan: fetch water from the sea, a river, a pond or a swamp.
   CAUTION! DO NOT USE CHEMICALLY CONTAMINATED WATER.
4. Fetch at least 3-5 litres (or Quarts).
5. Set up the pan horizontally and pour the fetched water into it.
6. Close the cap on the cone, then place cone on top of filled pan.
7. Place cone into broad sunlight.
   CAUTION! ENSURE THAT THE CONE IS NOT IN THE SHADE.
8. Let the cone sit on pan for 24 hours.
   DO NOT REMOVE CONE DURING THAT TIME. PLEASE NOTE THAT CONDENSATION TAKES PLACE THROUGHOUT THE NIGHT AS WELL DUE TO TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE INSIDE AND THE OUTSIDE OF THE CONE.
9. Open cap and carefully tilt cone off from pan.
   CAUTION! IF TEMPERATURES FLUCTUATE STRONGLY IN THE PAST 24 HOURS, A VACUUM MAY OCCUR WITHIN THE CONE AND MAKE IT CAVE IN. ALWAYS OPEN THE CAP GENTLY!
10. Clean drinking vessel with a little mild soap water. Hold cone at base and at grip and pour water into a drinking vessel.
11. CAUTION! ENSURE AT ALL TIMES THAT NO HANDS GRAB INSIDE THE TROUGH OF THE CONE! ALSO, NEVER TOUCH SPOUT OR THREAD WITH HANDS!
12. After every 1st use, please clean the interior of the cone and the pan with a little mild soap water.
13. After every 7th use open cap, then place lid on side and unscrew closure plug from nut. Clean cap, nut and grip with a little mild soap water. Clean closure plug by inserting brush bristles at bottom and rubbing into the filter. Rinse with a few drops of mild soap water, also at top of closure plug. After that center and re-screw closure plug to nut through cone.
14. If cone and pan are not in use, dry them thoroughly and box them away separately.
   CAUTION! CAP SHOULD BE UNSCREWED ON THE CONE.
15. The cone should always be placed in the pan; the cone base should never be left open for dirt or other contamination to get into it.
   CAUTION! DO NOT KEEP ANIMALS UNDER THE CONE; THEY WILL SUCCOUCATE FROM HEAT EXHAUSTION.
16. Do not abuse the cone. Do not make the cone swash.
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